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Constitutions of the Countries
of the World Online
Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public

Law and International Law

Long considered the gold standard for full-text,

integrated versions of the world’s constitutions,

Constitutions of the Countries of the World Online

(CCW Online) offers authoritative English translations

by scholars familiar with the legal systems and

languages of the foreign jurisdictions they cover.

Complementing the official documents are introductory

and comparative notes examining recent amendments,

and highlighting pertinent historical, political, and

economic factors.

Key features...

■ Authoritative translations of 188 country

constitutions

■ Detailed analysis of major constitutional

documents and amendments

■ Historical constitutional documents and related

material

■ Original source documents provided from many

countries

■ What’s New feature highlights recent updates

Constitutions of Dependencies
and Territories Online
Philip Raworth, Professor Emeritus, 

University of Alberta

With the same features as CCW Online,

Constitutions of Dependencies and Territories

Online offers expert English translations, and

thoughtful commentary on the constitutions of 

40 countries and their 170 dependencies and

territories, as well as the federal constitutional

provisions that define the relationship between a

state and its dependencies or territories.

Constitutions of the United States:
National and State Online
Oceana Editorial Board

This invaluable source consists of the most

complete and up to date American constitutions:

the United States Constitution; each of the 50

state constitutions; plus constitutions of 15 U.S.

territories including the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico,

Guam, the Marshall Islands, Northern Mariana

Islands, and the Federated States of Micronesia.

Extensive range of search options and links…
■ Browse by country name, new entries, or groups of countries

■ Excellent search functionality allows users to search by keyword, country, and related keywords

■ Refine searches by narrowing data ranges, document types, and more

■ Sort results quickly with the help of colour coding and document previews

■ Quick and easy linking among search results, documents, and related notes

Now
 

available from
 

Oxford University Press
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Treaties and International
Agreements Online
Oceana Editorial Board

Treaties and International Agreements Online is the

fastest, most cost-effective way to get current,

and accurate text for over 17,000 treaties and

international agreements in over 40 topical

categories. User-friendly and updated monthly, this

is the most up to date source for U.S. treaties, even

more timely than official government publications.

Key features...

■ Over 17,000 treaties and international

agreements in more than 40 topical categories

■ Comprehensive search guidelines assist in

constructing efficient, advanced searches

■ Quick search a treaty by title, subject, participant

countries, date signed, or general date range 

– variations in country names are checked

automatically to guarantee accurate results

■ Advanced search allows users to add additional

fields that filter search results based on a treaty’s

in force status or whether the U.S. is a party

■ Parallel cite field permits searching for

references to Oceana’s print and CTIA numbers,

Bevans, DOS, UNTS, EAS, TS, TIAS, UST, UKTS and

LNTS – search results can be sorted by subject,

title, CTIA number, or date signed order

New York Code of Professional
Responsibility and Ethics Opinions Online
Mary C. Daly, Dean, St. John’s University School of Law

The New York Code of Professional Responsibility and

Ethics Opinions Online is a fully-annotated online guide

to the ethics guidelines that all lawyers practicing in

New York State must follow. This searchable database

enables lawyers to provide legal services that meet the

highest standards of ethical and professional conduct

more easily than ever before. Veteran ethics lawyer

and professor of Legal Ethics, Mary Daly provides

readers with in-depth analysis, and annotation for each

disciplinary rule, placing each firmly in the context of

legal practice today, and providing the most relevant

opinions for understanding each rule.

Key features...

■ Comprehensive introductory guide helps users

find their way around the site

■ Related cases and sources aid further research

■ State and federal court rules and statutes that

govern lawyers’ conduct provide an essential tool

■ Vast database of ethics opinions dating back 

to 1912

■ Extensive cross-referencing and detailed analysis

of each disciplinary rule

■ Search and browse across jurisdictions by

subject, year, and more

How to subscribe

Oceana Law Online products are available by subscription to

institutions worldwide. Subscription prices are based on the size

and type of institution. Please contact us for a price quotation

(see right for details).

Free trials available!

Free trials of all our online products are available to institutions.

Librarians and central resource coordinators can register for a 

trial at www.oxfordonline.com/freetrials

How to contact us

For further information about all Oxford Online products, and to

request institutional free trials and price quotations, please contact us:
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Customers outside 

North and South America

E: onlineproducts@oup.com

T: +44 (0)1865 353705

F: +44 (0)1865 353308

Customers in 

North and South America

E: oxfordonline@oup.com 

T: 1 800 624 0153

F: 1 919 677 8877

Oxford University Press offers

a wide range of acclaimed

online resources across many

subject areas. To view a full

list of products, visit

www.oxfordonline.com
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